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Teaser The rational design of novel, high quality building blocks can accelerate
drug discovery projects and improve compound quality, but has been overlooked

in the medicinal chemistry literature.

Designing novel building blocks is an
overlooked strategy to improve
compound quality
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One pragmatic way to improve compound quality, while enhancing and

accelerating drug discovery projects, is the ability to access a high quality,

novel, diverse building block collection. Here, we outline general

principles that should be applied to ensure that a building block collection

has the greatest impact on drug discovery projects, by discussing design

principles for novel reagents and what types of reagents are popular with

medicinal chemists in general. We initiated a program in 2009 to address

this, which has already delivered three candidate drugs, and the success of

that program provides evidence that focussing on building block design is

a useful strategy for drug discovery.

Introduction
Numerous analyses have been published on the importance of ‘compound quality’ or ‘drug-

likeness’, both in the context of high-quality screening collections to improve success rates of

high-throughput screening (HTS) and the quality of the resulting hits, and in the context of the

developability of candidate drugs. Although compound quality is loosely defined [1,2], these

analyses have typically focussed on factors such as lead-like properties [3], more general con-

sideration of lipophilicity and other physicochemical properties [4–7], diversity [8–10], novel or

diverse coverage of chemical space [11,12], privileged structures for drugs [13], or structures that

have favourable physical properties or metabolic stability [14,15]. One pragmatic way to improve

the quality of both candidate drugs and screening collections is by improving the quality of the

building blocks (reagents) that are used to synthesise them. Although this is widely recognised

among medicinal chemists, access to diverse, high quality reagent sets and the design principles

that should govern both strategic acquisitions and custom synthesis of such building blocks have

been rather overlooked in the medicinal chemistry literature. Reagents that are chosen to be

medicinally relevant and designed to impart favourable physical properties when used to

synthesise project compounds can not only accelerate drug discovery programmes, by avoiding

lengthy syntheses, but also improve the quality of the designed molecules, by focussing on

substructures and properties known to have imparted biological activity and good ‘drug-like’

properties in the past. One approach is to purchase these reagents from commercial suppliers,
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particularly because the availability and breadth of both Available

Chemicals Directory (ACD; see Glossary) listed reagents and non-

ACD commercial reagents is continually improving. However, it is

still our experience that restricting drug discovery programs to

readily available commercial reagents does not provide a suffi-

ciently thorough structure–activity relationship (SAR), neither

does it provide sufficient access to innovative, novel structures
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FIGURE 1

Examples of novel (defined as non-ACD) designed reagents that have been

incorporated into final screening compounds in the AstraZeneca compound
collection.

GLOSSARY

Available Chemicals Directory (ACD) a regularly updated list of
commercially available chemicals from diverse chemical suppliers
Electronic Lab Notebook (ELN) a searchable electronic repository
and database of synthetic reactions that have been performed
Fsp3 fraction of carbons in the molecule that are sp3 hybridised,
which therefore measures the degree of saturation in a given
molecule
Simplified molecular-input line-entry system (SMILES) a
method of representing a molecular structure with a text string
Smiles arbitrary target specification (SMARTS) a method of
encoding substructures using SMILES notation (http://
www.daylight.com/dayhtml/doc/theory/)
that could provide the step-jump improvement in properties that

is often required to deliver a candidate drug or in vivo tool

compound.

Similar arguments can be made when considering the require-

ments of an ideal set of building blocks for enhancing a screening

compound collection by synthesising novel libraries, where nov-

elty and efficient, diverse scoping of chemical space are desirable

goals. In addition, access to novel building blocks can provide a

competitive advantage, by creating compound collections and

project compounds that are differentiated from those synthesised

by competitors, with potential intellectual property advantages.

Within AstraZeneca (AZ), we have attempted to address this with

custom synthesis of novel building blocks, where novelty in this

context is defined as not in ACD. In 2009, we launched a ‘strategic

reagent initiative’ (SRI), to harness the learning from our internal

program and external medicinal chemistry literature [16]. This

initiative has proved to be successful, as judged by the widespread

impact of the project and direct incorporation of SRI reagents into

three candidate drugs, and has led us to conclude that this is an

important method to enhance compound quality in drug discovery.

Here, we discuss our conclusions from this program, using a

data set of 3044 reagents delivered on (typically) 20 g scale, with a

CRO partner (WuXi AppTec) from 2009 to 2012. We highlight

methods that can be used to generate such reagents, the desirable

properties of such a building block collection, and what types of

reagent have proven to be popular with medicinal chemists, by

analysing the contribution of these reagents to our corporate

compound collection and our internal electronic lab notebook

of 690,000 reactions performed by our chemistry teams.

Design strategies and guidelines, the ‘rule of two’
A successful building block program requires a broad input of ideas

from diverse sources, and ideally uses a large number of experi-

enced medicinal chemists to generate those ideas. To achieve this,

we set up a global team that represented AZ discovery chemistry

groups in UK, US, Sweden, France, and India. Examples of two of

the methods we have used have already been published, namely
12 www.drugdiscoverytoday.com
systematic enumeration of aromatic rings [17] and data mining of

the patent literature [18]. Other approaches we took included

saturated and chiral [19] reagents to ‘escape from flatland’ [20]

(e.g. spirocyclic examples 1–3, Fig. 1), key motifs of utility for

medicinal chemistry (e.g. alpha-methyl benzylamines and hetero-

aromatic analogues, such as 4), bioisosteric groups of commonly

used functional groups in medicinal chemistry [21] (e.g. sulfox-

imines 5–7, designed as isosteres of sulfones or sulfonamides with

potential to improve solubility) [22,23], SAR sets of common

functional groups enumerated on five- and six-membered aromat-

ic rings (e.g. THP-substituted phenyl 8) and inspiration from

internal projects (e.g. 9). Pragmatically, we also chose to mine

areas that we knew from usage statistics to be popular, such as

appropriately designed amines to modulate basicity or log D (e.g.

10 and 11), groups that have the potential to lower log D and

improve metabolic stability relative to the analogous cycloalkane

(e.g. 12 and 13), and common substructures in known drugs and

bioactive compounds [24]. All of these reagents have been incor-

porated into final compounds by drug discovery projects within

AZ. For example, 12 has been incorporated into 209 final com-

pounds in the AZ compound collection, including a disclosed

example in a recent 11b-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase type 1

(11b-HSD1) publication [25], and 13 has been incorporated into

59 final compounds, including a disclosed example in a recent g-

secretase publication [26]. When they were synthesised, none of

the structures in Fig. 1 was listed in ACD, although 12 and 13 have

since been added. Not being listed in ACD does not necessarily

mean that reagents are not commercially available, because many

commercial suppliers prefer to not list their building blocks in

ACD. However, many of the reagents that we have synthesised are

not, to the best of our knowledge, commercially available outside

of ACD either, and many can also be considered to be novel, as

judged by a SciFinder search. In addition, it is our experience that

reagents that are not listed in ACD, but are nevertheless commer-

cially available, are often only available at high cost and with

relatively long lead times.

http://www.daylight.com/dayhtml/doc/theory/
http://www.daylight.com/dayhtml/doc/theory/
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With such diverse methods of producing ideas, we generated

several times more targets than we could synthesise, so prioritisa-

tion of the targets became important. This was primarily done by

visual inspection of every structure by experienced medicinal

chemists to assess their general desirability and broad applicabili-

ty. To achieve this, we experimented with different models to

achieve the right balance of conservative and innovative struc-

tures. A simple voting system among the global team was used

initially, although this had a tendency to filter out the more

innovative structures, because unusual structures can generate

divergent opinions among the team. This voting system was then

replaced with a ‘design team’ model, where the design lead was in

control of the final prioritisation, in consultation with the views of

the team. Reagents inspired by a specific project were only priori-

tised if it was felt that there was likelihood that the reagent could

have a broader utility across projects. Projects often have particular

requirements for building blocks; for example, activity in that

project might depend on a particular warhead, an unusual mech-

anism, or an unusual route of administration. In that case, the

project team should develop their own project-specific set of

building blocks as a complementary activity to the more general

approach advocated here.

To aid the prioritisation process, we developed a set of guide-

lines to provide more concrete guidance to the chemistry team. An

analysis was performed on the reagents that had been used for

library synthesis under collaboration with ChemBridge Corpora-

tion. This analysis showed that molecular weight (MW) and clogP

were important factors in the frequency of use of reagents. Other

parameters, such as PSA, hydrogen bond acceptor (HBA) count,

hydrogen bond donor (HBD) count, and rotatable bond count,

were less important. From this analysis, we defined a simple

guideline that popular reagents could be defined as those that

typically do not add more than 200 Da in MW or 2 units of clogP.

We also aimed for a HBD count �2 and HBA count �4, which in

combination with the MW and clogP guidelines, gave a ‘rule of 2’

mnemonic (Table 1), to be applied as a guideline rather than as a

strict cut-off. This ‘rule of 2’ can be compared to the ‘rule of 5’ for

orally administered drugs [27], the ‘rule of 4’ that has been

proposed for lead-like properties [28], and the ‘rule of 3’ that
TABLE 1

Design guidelines and strategic goals when designing novel
reagents for drug discovery projects, including the ‘rule of two’

Design guidelines Strategic goals

One commonly used
reactive groupa

Novelty

Not readily available

from ACD

Simplicity and/or general utility

Rule of 2: MW <200,
clogP <2, HBD �2, HBA �4b

Substructures with good PK
and/or physical properties

Pure enantiomers preferred Chirality and/or 3D shape

Synthetically tractable Lowering lipophilicity

a Bifunctional reagents were allowed if they were considered particularly medicinally

relevant (e.g. protected amino acids or bis-amines).
bMW, clogP, HBA and/or HBD count were calculated on the fragment that is added when it

is used for coupling (e.g. for aryl bromides, the bromine atom was removed before

calculating the properties, but for amines the whole reagent was used for the

calculations).
has been proposed to guide selection of fragments for fragment-

based lead generation [29], in that it is in part a consequence of our

desire as medicinal chemists to design candidate drugs with phys-

ical properties that are suitable for oral administration.

There is an additional driver in this case, that smaller, simpler

reagents are also more efficient in scoping out the SAR on a project

scaffold. A typical parallel synthesis run on a project scaffold of 50–

100 final compounds necessitates the selection of relatively simple

reagents, otherwise the SAR from the library will be difficult to

interpret. These general principles are in agreement with conclu-

sions published by a group at GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) [30], where

they introduced the concept of ‘lead-oriented synthesis’. In their

review, the authors discussed the need to apply and develop

suitable synthetic methodologies to control physicochemical

properties, and also presented data that showed that there was a

log P drift in parallel (library) chemistry. This drift arises because

the more lipophilic compounds in the library have a higher chance

of being successfully synthesised (and isolated) and, thus, the

compounds delivered are more lipophilic on average than

intended. Although the authors in that article focussed on the

properties of final compounds and general synthetic methodolo-

gy, rather than building blocks, there is some degree of consensus

between their conclusions and our approach. The importance of

designing lead-like compounds in library design is also addressed

by a previous AZ paper from a group at Charnwood, UK [8].

Other design guidelines are as listed in Table 1. The preference of

one commonly used reactive group was not strictly applied, but

our view is that capping groups are more likely to have broad

generic utility across projects and target classes, whereas bifunc-

tional reagents that are often used as cores can be more target class

specific. However, bifunctional reagents were allowed if they were

considered particularly medicinally relevant, such as protected

amino acids or bis-amines. These design guidelines were applied

along with more generic strategic goals (Table 1), and ensured that

we focussed on simpler reagents that were more likely to be

popular with medicinal chemists, because they were more likely

to have broad utility and give desirable final compounds when

enumerated onto a project scaffold.

It is apparent that some of the strategic goals listed conflict with

each other when choosing which reagents to prosecute. In partic-

ular, the goal of novelty is not always aligned with choosing simple

reagents that have the greatest chance of wide utility across

numerous projects. Combining these goals is achievable, but

requires creativity and rigour, because the tendency when focus-

sing on novelty is to increase MW and complexity, with the

concomitant risk of synthesising esoteric reagents that are less

likely to be selected by medicinal chemists.

Which reagents are popular among medicinal
chemists?
What constituted a commonly used or popular reactive group was

initially a subject of some debate within the team. We were able to

refine our criteria as the program progressed, on the basis of which

reagent classes proved to be popular and, more recently, by a more

systematic analysis of our internal electronic lab notebook (see

below). Amines (especially secondary amines), acids, and boronic

acids and/or boronate esters were ranked most highly on desir-

ability, followed by aryl halides, alkyl and/or benzyl halides,
www.drugdiscoverytoday.com 13
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aldehydes, alcohols, and anilines, and finally, sulfonyl halides,

ketones and isocyanates. Isocyanates and sulfonyl halides are

useful in medicinal chemistry, but were given lower priority

primarily because of their instability on long-term storage. Small

numbers of more esoteric reagents (e.g. hydrazines and lactams)

were also prioritised on occasion when there was sufficient

rationale.

This prioritisation was principally based on the popularity of

these reagent classes within AZ, although we believe it is also

broadly consistent with the usage across the pharmaceutical in-

dustry. We continually analysed which reagent classes proved to

be most popular, so as to inform which reagent classes to invest in

for future projects. We are not aware of a similar analysis by

reagent type in the literature. However, our prioritised reagent

classes are broadly consistent with the types of coupling reaction

used to synthesise new marketed drugs [31–34] and with the

several published analyses on the most popular chemical trans-

formations in the pharmaceutical industry. These include an

analysis of the candidate drugs of Pfizer, GSK, and AZ [35], an

analysis of a selection of published structures from the medicinal

chemistry groups of the same companies [36], a data set of reac-

tions performed by the respiratory department at GSK [37], and a

computational deconstruction of both marketed drugs and of the

GVK-BIO database of bioactive compounds [38].

The classification of building blocks into reagent classes is not

trivial because of the possibility of building blocks containing

more than one unprotected functional group. We created a

hierarchy of functional groups, defined according to how likely

the group is to be used in the first synthetic step. This hierarchy is

given in Supplementary information, using SMARTS to encode

the substructures (see Glossary). If a reagent matches two differ-

ent functional groups, the hierarchy determines which reagent

class it is assigned to. For example, if a reagent contains both

amine and boronic acid functionalities, it is defined as a boronic

acid, because boronic acid matching is higher in the hierarchy

compared with an unprotected amine. This reflects the assump-

tion that a chemist is more likely to select a reagent containing

both amine and boronic acid functionality initially because of

the boronic acid functionality (e.g. for Suzuki or Chan-Lam
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FIGURE 2

A breakdown of reagent classes that were delivered by custom synthesis in
the AstraZeneca initiative (SRI, blue) versus those available commercially

through ACD (red).

14 www.drugdiscoverytoday.com
coupling as the first step) rather than for the amine group. There

will be some exceptions to this method, but we have found this

hierarchical system to be the most practical classification meth-

od to ensure that all building blocks can be assigned to a single

reagent class. Building blocks with two highly reactive function-

alities (e.g. unprotected amino acids), where the classification

would be problematic, were not in any case synthesised for this

initiative. Bifunctional reagents can be useful building blocks for

drug discovery, but typically one of the reactive functional

groups needs to be protected to allow selective, high-yielding

reactions.

The proportions of different reagent classes that were delivered

during 2009–2012 (3044 reagents) are shown in blue in Fig. 2, with

the comparison to ACD reagents in red. It is apparent that our

delivery as desired was focussed on amines, acids, and boronic

acids and/or boronates. ACD also has good numerical coverage of

amines and acids, but it is noteworthy that our focus on boronic

acids and/or boronates is not observed in ACD, a gap that we

identified early on in the programme.

We then compared the properties of our SRI collection to ACD

(Fig. 3). Our designed reagents target lower MW and clogP distri-

bution compared with ACD, presumably as a consequence of our

‘rule of 2’. The HBA and/or HBD count distributions (and conse-

quently PSA) were similar between our designed reagents and ACD

(not shown), with most reagents having one to four acceptors and

zero to two donors. Overall, it is striking that 80% of our designed

SRI collection conforms to the ‘rule of 2’, compared with only 7%

of ACD building blocks (ACD building blocks defined as reagents

in ACD with MW <350 that match to one of the substructures in

Fig. 2). Our designed reagents have a markedly different rotatable

bond distribution, not only because of the lower MW distribution,

but also as a consequence of the fact that experienced medicinal

chemists have filtered the ideas by eye, and tend to avoid prior-

itising structures with a lot of rotatable bonds.

A strategic focus on 3D shape and physical properties is appar-

ent in the ring distribution (not shown), with a greater focus on

aliphatic rings versus aromatic rings. Analysis of Fsp3 (no. of sp3

carbons/total no. of carbons) [20] shows that the SRI collection,

relative to ACD, has focussed on two distinct sets. There is a

slightly greater proportion of low Fsp3 reagents, typically SAR

sets of desirable aromatic substituents, particularly heteroaro-

matic reagents, because those are sometimes hard to obtain

through ACD, or those with novel and/or isosteric functional

groups on the aromatic ring. There are also a greater proportion of

high Fsp3 reagents that incorporate more saturated ring systems

and/or substituents to increase 3D shape and improve properties.

Examples of low (14–16) and high (17 and 18) Fsp3 building

blocks that we synthesised are shown in Fig. 4, none of which are

in ACD, and again all building blocks shown have been used by

projects and elaborated into screening compounds in the AZ

compound collection.

We analysed the impact and popularity of the AZ synthesised

(SRI) and commercial (ACD) reagents in two ways: first by analys-

ing novel compounds in the AZ screening collection that con-

tained the SRI reagent as a substructure, and second by monitoring

usage of reagents from both sets in our electronic lab notebook

(ELN). Both approaches have limitations because of assumptions

made in the analysis. The first approach (analysis of final screening
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(a) (b)
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FIGURE 3

The AstraZeneca strategic reagent initiative (SRI; blue) reagents target (a) lower clogP, (b) molecular weight (MW), and (c) rotatable bond count compared with

ACD (red), and have a different Fsp3 distribution (d). As before, these descriptors are all on the added fragment when coupled; for example, for aryl bromides, the

bromine atom has been removed.
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compounds by substructure) was only possible for the SRI set,

because simple ACD reagents would spuriously match to many

compounds that did not really use the reagent. For the SRI set, this

analysis might slightly overpredict the true usage because some of

the final compounds might have been made using alternative
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FIGURE 4

Examples of low Fsp3 (top) and high Fsp3 (bottom) synthesised reagents, not
found in ACD. Fsp3 values for the added fragment when coupled are shown in

parentheses.
reagents to generate the same substructure, or the same reagent

might have been made independently by the project team. We

limited the impact of those occurrences by excluding examples

where significant numbers of final compounds matched, that

could not have been from the building block that we provided

(see Supporting information for methods), and also using the

registration date to only include final compounds that were

registered after the building block was available in our reagent

stores.

The second approach (analysis of the usage in our ELN) might

not reflect positive impact on projects; in particular, we have not

considered for this article whether the reaction was successful and

whether it ultimately led to a screening compound. However, with

those caveats, we regard both approaches to be useful to inform

our reagent strategy. The first approach will tell us which SRI

reagents had the most project impact and also more generally

which substructures are popular to AZ projects, and the second

approach will tell us directly which reagents (whether ACD or not)

are used most by AZ chemists. In addition, the data sets for both

approaches are of a sufficient size (130,000 final compounds in the

AZ compound collection match to SRI reagents, and the ELN

database used contained 690,000 reactions) and diversity (numer-

ous disease areas and sites and/or countries) to provide meaningful

conclusions.
www.drugdiscoverytoday.com 15
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FIGURE 5

Number of strategic reagent initiative (SRI) reagents delivered versus usage for
each reagent class. Usage is broken down into screening compounds delivered

(substructure matching) and electronic lab notebook (ELN) usages. Available

Chemicals Directory reagent usages in the ELN are given as a comparison.
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The resulting data by reagent class are given in Fig. 5, where the

number of reagents delivered against each reagent class is com-

pared with the resulting screening compounds and reaction count

in the ELN. In general, usage matches the supply of the reagent

classes. One notable exception is aryl boronates, where the rela-

tively modest delivery of building blocks has resulted in a large

number of final screening compounds, reflecting the particular

popularity of that reagent class in Suzuki couplings to afford

diverse final compounds. The slight disconnect between reaction

count usage and final compound usage for aryl boronates suggests

that this reagent class has proved to be particularly useful for

parallel synthesis.

Although the breakdown by reagent class shown in Fig. 5 is

instructive, it is perhaps more useful to look at specific structures

that have proved to be unusually popular. Fig. 6 shows some

examples (compounds 19–22) of SRI reagents, not found in

ACD, that have all been incorporated into >50 final compounds

in the AZ corporate collection across more than 10 projects, and

have more than ten validated usages in our electronic lab note-

book. By this definition, reagents 10, 11, 12, 14, and 15 shown in

Fig. 1 and Fig. 4 can also be classified as ‘popular’. In general, these

unusually popular reagents are characterised by having relatively

simple, low-MW structures that nevertheless offer the potential to

provide attractive physical properties as well as providing useful

SAR, by incorporating structures that can lower log D. The nine

examples of ‘popular’ reagents shown here conform comfortably
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FIGURE 6

Examples of unusually popular strategic reagent initiative (SRI) reagents (a)
and Available Chemicals Directory reagents (d), as defined by usage statistics.
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to the ‘rule of 2’ criteria; in fact, the MW added by those particular

reagents are all <150 and the clogP value increases are all <1. A

selection of popular ACD reagents is also shown in Fig. 6 (com-

pounds 23–29), which have all been used in >200 reactions in our

ELN. Not surprisingly, the unusually popular ACD reagents are

characterised by having simple structures that are desirable to

medicinal chemists (e.g. cyclic secondary amines and hetero-

cycles) and are frequently applied to scope basic SAR on a project

scaffold. In general, we have observed that the most popular

reagents tend to be popular across different target classes and

therapeutic areas, and a manual inspection of the examples in

Fig. 6 show that to be the case. However, there are exceptions and

compound 29 is one example where the frequent use of this

building block within AZ might be because of its prevalence in

kinase drug discovery [39].

Concluding remarks and future perspectives
Novel, carefully designed, building blocks that can be delivered by

custom synthesis have proved to be popular with AZ medicinal

chemists, as judged by usage, and such an approach can be

considered as a valuable approach to enhancing the quality and

speed of drug discovery. This particular initiative at AZ only started

in 2009, but we already have examples of SRI reagents being used

to generate three candidate drugs and numerous shortlist candi-

dates. One benefit of an extensive, high-quality building block

collection is that it enables projects to make serendipitous discov-

eries that can provide a significant ‘step-jump’ improvement in

profile in one iteration. We have observed several occasions where

our designed building blocks enabled projects to take a big step

forward, by scanning available building blocks with parallel (li-

brary) chemistry. Project data often do not support making such

large changes to the molecule, so incremental, iterative design is

sometimes not capable of delivering the same results. In addition,

a perhaps unexpected extra benefit of the programme was that, by

publishing the rationale behind these reagents and discussing the

impact in, for example, internal newsletters, and by the nature of

the global team that runs it, the programme has facilitated medic-

inal chemistry learning across projects, sites, and disease areas.

In summary, we believe that this approach of using a global

team to design custom synthesis reagents, with appropriate quality

control of ideas as discussed above, is a successful strategy to

enhance drug discovery programmes and can help to ensure that

medicinal chemistry learning is disseminated and captured in our

reagent stores.

Our approach has been to invest a lot of thought and rationale

into a relatively small set of custom synthesis reagents, and to

address the prioritised areas with challenging synthesis if required

(more than five synthetic steps and/or challenging synthetic meth-

odologies). However, the general strategy and design principles

outlined here could also be applied to an acquisitions strategy from

commercial suppliers if larger numbers of reagents were required at

low cost. As a possible future development, the same principles

could also be applied to an open-innovation approach, where ideas

of novel structures to synthesise and physical building blocks could

be accessed from diverse external sources, whether from industrial,

commercial, or academic laboratories. Another attractive approach

would be to consider sharing novel building block collections

between organisations, where again the general principles outlined
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here could be useful to focus on sharing the building blocks that are

most likely to have general utility. Open innovation approaches

[40,41], including collection sharing [11], are now well precedented

for final screening compounds, but have not to our knowledge been

well explored for sharing novel building block collections. Clearly,

there would be intellectual property challenges to overcome for

such approaches to be successful, as there are with open access and

sharing of screening compounds [42]. However, with appropriate

agreements in place, this is in principle an attractive approach to

increase compound quality in a cost-efficient manner.
N
D
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